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NORMALIZING THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP IN
DEEP INELASTIC LEFTOFRODUCTION

R. L. Jaffe
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Ma. 02139

The work I will describe was carried out in collaboration with
G.G. Ross of Oxford University1. The now famous QCD renonnalization
group analysis of the moments of structure functions predicts their
evolution with Q2 but not their normalization:
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also relates M(N,Q~) to the matrix elements of local twist-two oper-
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ators renormalized at Q :
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(flavor indices suppressed). On the other hand the quark model has
for years allowed us to estimate the matrix elements of local oper-
ators such as g./grr* U~> CT , <r2> with reasonable accuracy. Ross and

I have attempted to use the quark-bag model to calculate the nucleon
matrix elements of the local twist-two operators which determine
M(N,Q2).

... o
Our motivation was two fold: first we wish to connect the quark

partons of deep inelastic scattering with the "constituent" quarks
of the static quark model and thereby constrain both. This is an
old hope which has surfaced periodically since 19702 but has never
been fully realized. Second, if the analysis of twist-two succeeds,
one would like to go on to calculate the matrix elements of the
higher twist operators which govern the 0(mz/Q2) corrections to struc-
ture functions. These non-perturbative corrections must be under-
stood before a detailed comparison of QCD with deep inelastic data
is possible3.

There are problems trying to marry perturbative QCD to the quark
model. In a quark model a matrix element is a number, while in QCD
matrix elements are Q2-dependent. Puc another way: a quark model
treats the nucleon as (approximately) tnree quarks in some confining
"bag", while according to QCD perturbation theory, if the nucleon
were three quarks at Q2=U2 it would be more complicated at Q2>U2

o o
because of gluon radiation. In principle one could incorporate QCD
radiative corrections into the bag model description o"f the nucleon.



This has not bean dune prima*. " because confining boundary condit-
ions make calculations much more difficult. Instead Ross and I pro-
posed the following recipe: One Is to interpret bag calculations of
local matrix elements as pertaining to some low (but unknown) scale
]XZ (**1 GeV). For Q2>y~ the matrix elements evolve according to per-
turbative QCD. The motivation for this ansatz is the success of
perturbative calculations of the baryon spectrum"* indicating that
once confinement is put in by hand, perturbation theory in a (y2)

s o
is not a bad approximation.

Our strategy is first to calculate the bag matrix element of

the spin-N, twist-two non-singlet operator k, (}\,\i2) (where k=2 for
ep-en, k=3 for vp+Vn vector-axial interference). °We then evolve
this using QCD perturbation theory to a value of Q2 large enough so
the data can reasonably be expected to be dominated by twist-two.
There ve expect

O(m2/Q2) (3)

Perhaps the simplest way to visualize this procedure is via the well
known plot of the log of the N moment versus the log of the M
According to Eq.(l) to leading order in QCD and to leading twist,
the plot should be a straight line with slope yN/yM. This fit is

then extrapolated to low Q2 using QCD perturbation theory (to as
high an order as possible) to provide the "experimental" value of the
twist-two operator matrix elements at low Q2. The bag calculation
gives a value for each moment, i.e. a single point on the log-log
plot which should lie on the extrapolation of the data. Figure 1
shows such a plot for some of the low moments of F vP + V n The extra-.
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polation of lowest order QCD is shown by the solid line, higher order
effects are shown by the dashed line. The bag points are shown with
20% error bars. The agreement is pretty good. To make a more detail-
ed comparison consider

~n , N
.NSD (N) = Jin Ar(NsM

?)/M^(N5Q
2)

(4)

To leading order in QCD D,_(N) should be independent of N. In
orders it develops a calculable N dependence. Combining the bag model
predictions for A^(N,i.

ff?

N

with the data for MNS(N,Q2) we obtain Fig.2.

Higher order corrections
are only important for the

5GeV 2 2 and 3 moments, mak-
ing the comparison of the
model with the data un-
reliable for these moments.
Otherwise the agreement
is excellent.

Although we have
only studied twist-two
nevertheless our work has
implications for higher
twist. Suppose An = 0
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Figure 2. Comparison of bag predictions

ANS(N,U2) with V?" '
3 0 3

• and all Q2-dependence
were from higher twist.
Then the best estimates
of the (Q2 independent)
twist-two operator matrix

elements are to be found at the extreme lower left of the log-log
plots where Q2 is largest. However the bag prediction for the twist-
two operator matrix element lies at the upper right. The two dis-
agree by one to two orders of magnitude. We conclude that either
the twist-two operator matrix element is Q2 dependent or the bag
model predictions for twist-two are very wrong. „„

I have yet to say how the bag predictions for /1 (N,y2) are ob-
tained. In fact a naive calculation of <PJqy^13^2...S^^q|^> [We
replace D by 3 since we are ignoring gluon corrections by bag wave-
functions.] diverges. The problem is that the usual (cavity) approx-
mation. made in the bag model violates translation invariance. There-
fore the cavity structure function, f (£), fails to vanish for £>1.
Worse still because of the bag's sharp boundaries f (£) falls only
like a power of £ as £-*«>. To obtain predictions foravA^s(N,y2) we

must take moments of f (C). These diverge for N>1. The solution

to this problem is to restore translation invariance (at least along
the null plane where it is needed for this calculation) to the model.
This can be done in two dimensional space-time with a remarkably sim-
ple result: the structure function of a translation invariant cavity
approximation to the bag is related to the naive cavity model by a
change of variable:5'6



•

F(X) =- i-6(l-x) f (-log(l-x)) fry,
1—x cav \?J

The factor (l-x)~ preserves the area under F(x) as required by Adler-
esque sum rules. The replacement >r>- -log(l-x) is a direct consequence
of the I.orentz contraction of the recoiling bag0. There is some evi-
dence that Eq.(5) is more general than the one dimensional bag model .
Ross and T have optimistically carried it over to three dimensions
where it renders the moment integrals finite.

Where do we go from here? There are many interesting appli-
cations at the twist-two level: the spin dependent structure func-
tions g and g can be predicted as can the structure functions of

the IT and K. Suspected relationships between quark models and deep
inelastic phenomena can be tested. The most obvious example is the

supposed connection between the neutron charge radius and the ratio
F^/F^ as x ->• 1. Finally, higher twist remains. It will require
considerable energy to classify all the operators and evaluate them
in the bag model.
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